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RDFa in Drupal
·

What it means for D7 theming
·

how to add
semantic goodness

to D6
·

and why it matters



  

or



  

Everything you wanted to know about

RDFa
but didn't know how to ask



  

Overview of the Semantic Web, 
Drupal, and RDFa

RDF is Resource Description Framework, a way 
of breaking down any information into statements 
made up of subject, predicate, and object– each 

with an unambiguous URI. 

RDF is coming first to Drupal as RDFa, inline 
markup of content, which puts the theme layer 

front and center of ushering in the Semantic Web.



  

A note from your presentation software

This guy tried to make the next 23 slides a 
sentence each from the session proposal.

He hoped no one would notice.

I deleted them.

Sincerely,                  
OpenOffice          



  

First important point about RDFa

Nobody knows what the a stands for.



  

The presentation software needs to interject

RDFa stands for
Resource Description Framework in attributes



  

The Promise of RDF
“In a nutshell, the goal is to give true meaning to 
Drupal's data. Drupal is capable of collecting and 
presenting a lot of data, in no small part thanks to 
CCK, now Fields in Core for Drupal 7. This data is 

still meaningless in the Semantic Web sense 
because other computer agents can't make sense 

of the data that Drupal presents.”

“This Web of Data promises to be browsable just 
like a huge database, e.g. by means of query 

languages for RDF such as SPARQL (the name 
similarity with SQL is not a coincidence).”



  



  

Drupal's long, checkered past with RDF

In the year 2000, on May 18, in the first commit 
to the CVS repository that still holds the Drupal 
project — back when Drupal was called drop — 

Drupal founder Dries Buytaert included a file 
called rdf.php.



  

A month later it was replaced
with a general framework geared to 

non-semantic RSS XML.



  



  



  

It shouldn't be this hard.



  

Which will come first?



  

As long as people had to handcode HTML to 
blog and comment, there was no interactive 

web.

As long as people have to painstakingly make 
meaning of their information machine-readable, 

there will be no semantic web.



  

Enter the Heroes

Arto Bendiken
http://ar.to

RDF, SPARQL, Exhibit modules

with, on RDF module
Miglius Alaburda, Ben Lavender,

Jeff Miccolis, Frank Febbraro



  

a couple boosters

Boris Mann
http://bmannconsulting.com

Dries Buytaert
http://buytaert.net



  

And the one who answered the call

Stepháne Corlosquet 
scor

http://openspring.net



  

scor has the coolest modules

as well as the coolest username



  

evoc
RDF External Vocabulary Mapper provides a 
way to import external RDF ontologies into 
Drupal for use by other modules (getting to 
that).

Out of the box, this module pulls in the Dublin 
Core, Friend-of-a-Friend, and SIOC ontologies.  
You can then import any ontology RDF 
Calendar ontology, you can import it using this 
module, then it will be available to the RDF 
CCK module. Out of the box, this module pulls 
in the Dublin Core, Friend-of-a-Friend, and 
SIOC ontologies.



  

There is of course one more 
indispensable party we can't forget.



  

The Drupal Community



  

Let's see RDFa in action.



  

Web site without RDFa.



  

Web site with RDFa.



  

Robot Food

Boris Mann knows how to cook to keep robots happy.

RDFa makes sense to computers.  Honest.



  

So... not meant to be read by people.



  

But computers can do cool things with it.

RDFa in Drupal
Examples and Use Cases

http://groups.drupal.org/node/20167

roll tape

http://groups.drupal.org/node/20167


  

Another note from the presentation software

I'm waiting for web 7.0, like lawnmower man.



  

What Dries wants.
 1.  Dublin core.

 2.  SIOC.

 3.  Match up RDFa output options to 
fields (with CCK in core)

 4.  Export straight RDF also for same 
data

 5.  Drupal 8:  Import RDF!



  

The Sprint



  

Map?

One group focused on figuring out the best 
ontology mappings for standard Drupal content.



  

Guided by Mark Birbeck



  

Map!

In the other group we didn't worry about what 
ontologies would do what mapping, but how 

anyone could add any mapping.



  



  

What is left to do?

Lots.  While Drupal is released, “when it is ready” 
we only have until the end of August to get all 

the incredible features we want to see in Drupal 
7, of which RDFa is only one interrelated part.

http://drupal.org/project/issues/search/drupal?issue_tags=RDF



  

RDFa touches parts all over Drupal

● CCK
– Body, title, username, date as fields?
– User interface in core?

● Taxonomy as Fields
● Comments as Fields?
● User Profiles using fields?
● What content types and field and vocabulary 

setup ships in a core profile?



  

What are we all here for again?



  

Theming!

● drupal_render
● theme_username



  

Questions?



  

Your friendly presentation software suggests

that you just ask the Internet.



  

The End



  

Everything mentioned here

http://agaric.com/rdfa


